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The Process
Creating a book bible

This is a document that has all the
information about your book in one
place:

Character names, traits, flaws etc.
World description, languages,
cultural traits, political and social
constructs
You can even include your plot and
outline
You might include things in here
that aren't in the book but are
important for you to remember
The Writer Community has a book
bible workbook to download in our
member's area

Endless notebooks
Character sheets

sample character sheets can be found
in our Book Bible workbook

Maps (Inkarnate.com is a great map
creation site)
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Creating another
Culture

It’s okay to bend the rules, as long as
you’re respectful (if you’re basing it on a
real culture)
Almost all cultures (even made up ones)
have some grounds in reality, so just make
sure you do your research
Different moral values ethical codes
Values in Society: Power, Respect for
nature
What jobs are considered important, what
roles do they play
Colors/Symbols specific to the culture?
What languages are spoken?
Are there dialects/accents?
What words have particular meaning to
particular peoples?
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Creating another
Culture

What does the architecture look like?
What stories do children grow up with?
What are the climate conditions, fauna,
etc. that they might be used to?
What music is played and on what
instruments?
Even little things: funeral practices,
holidays, celebrations, how people style
their hair and their clothes and what that
says about them to others in their
country/state/nation/planet
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Inspiration

This can include movies, TV and your
favorite books
Life changing events
Traveling
Everyday activities

Stay consistent 
Use the 5 senses to describe the world
around your character
Familiar geography / layouts that the
reader can relate to
Include small details when they’re
important to your character, why would
your character notice this? If you can
answer that question, keep it

Where to Get Ideas

How to Make it Believable



Did  you  f ind  th i s  u seful ?
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